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Abstract

In this thesis, partial discharge (PD) phenomenon in oil-impregnated paper
(OIP) is investigated under accelerated electrical stress. The thesis is mainly
focused on the characteristic of PD activity and the influence it has on the
insulation properties of OIP. PD source was created by introducing an air filled
cavity embedded between layers of OIP. PD activity is investigated from the
initiation up to final puncture breakdown of the OIP. The time-evolution of
number, maximum magnitude and average magnitude of PD is investigated
for cavities with different diameter and height. It was found that time to
breakdown is shorter if the cavity diameter is larger and cavities with higher
depth produce larger PDs. Comparison between PD activity in three cases,
i.e. unaged OIP, thermally aged OIP and OIP samples with higher moisture
content is performed. In general, it is found that for all cases the number and
the maximum magnitude of PD follows a similar trend versus ageing time.
During the very beginning of the experiment large discharges occur and they
disappear after a short ageing time. Number and maximum magnitude of
PD increase with time until reaching a peak value. Finally both parameters
decrease with time and puncture breakdown occurs in the sample. Even though
PD activity in thermally aged OIP is higher compared to the unaged OIP
samples, the time to breakdown for new and thermally aged OIP samples is
similar while it is shorter for OIP samples with higher moisture content.
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Breakdown strength of OIP samples is measured before and after ageing
with PDs. It is found that the breakdown strength of OIP samples decreases
by around 40% after the sample is exposed to accelerated electrical ageing.
Furthermore a thermal model was developed to investigate the possible
transition of breakdown mechanism from erosion to thermal breakdown in
OIP dielectrics. It was found that PD activity can lower the thermal breakdown
voltage of OIP up to four times.
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